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Somewhere in the heart of Los Angeles, Julien Nguyen has been 
recreating a slice of post-war London bohemianism. “I’ve been thinking 
a lot about Lucian Freud and replicating his process, to a certain degree, 
by having friends sit for me,” he says. “I find that’s quite productive, 
practically and experientially.” He’s begun painting more from life and 
developing more of a traditional studio practice, working quickly and 
directly and learning how to build up the paint and sculpt a body from it. 
These are “muscular, or athletic exercises as much as anything else,” he 
says. Though perhaps the most fêted painter of his generation, and one 
whose works are already too much in demand, he’s not resting on his 
laurels just yet, nor is he travelling the world. Rather, he’s in his studio 
every day, pushing his uncanny technical ability even further, striving to 
approach the great masters; what brought him to Freud, he says, was a 
fascination with Rembrandt and a desire to create the kinds of textural 
effects that Rembrandt could. He is nothing if not ambitious.

What’s kept Nguyen with Freud, though, is an idea of “the romance of 
the artist’s life, of living in a kind of box and slowly recording whatever 
is around you that you find satisfaction or excitement in.” He’s confined, 
for the most part, to his studio, where his friends come sit in his Chinese 
chair by the window in varied states of undress (though he’s yet to paint 
a full nude, but soon, hopefully soon). Here, he can have his meals and 
sundries delivered to him and can build his own world to set down in oils 
and sometimes share fragments of on Instagram. Nguyen has spent, and 
will continue to spend, many months putting together a big, yet-to-be-
announced New York show in September and, alongside these paintings 
of friends and lovers, is also working on some more carefully planned 
and complicated devotional images of traditional subjects: Saint John the 
Baptist, the Temptation of Christ, the Virgin Mary and, all being well, an 
Apollo the Python-Slayer on the beach in Los Angeles, painted en plein 
air in front of the waves.
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SOME DECLARE the end of the 
world; others make new worlds. Julien 
Nguyen does a bit of both. Shuffling 
allusions from the Renaissance, anime, 
and the artist’s own life, his paintings 
reliably broach the familiar tropes of the 
powerful. You may remember Executive 
Function and Executive Solutions, both 

2017, his contributions to that year’s 
riling Whitney Biennial: Subdivided into 
panels and tondi, they boasted satanic 
nymphs, skeletons, and nudes while 
evoking artists like Sandro Botticelli and 
Giorgio de Chirico—all portrayed as the 
front page of the New York Times. Here 
was the paper of record, that bastion 
of both compassion and complacency, 
reimagined as comic book, as peeling 
altarpiece, as final draft of History. The 
overall impression, as is so often the case 
with this artist’s work, was of innocents 
and demons alike poised at last on the 
edge of eschaton. Nguyen recently said 
in an interview that “history is ultimately 
a universal story, despite its tragedy.” 
Curious, that despite. Even more curious 
is how his fantasias intimate again and 
again that universality, or at least its 
spectacles, is innately alienating.

The year before the biennial, the 
Washington, DC–born artist staged his 
first solo exhibition, “Super-predators,” 
at Freedman Fitzpatrick in Los Angeles, 
where Nguyen is currently based. The 
title, with its sci-fi and Clintonian 
connotations, snappily hinted at the 
artist’s flair for merging politics and 
pop culture. Here, extraterrestrials 
and princely waifs stalked Boschian 
realms in mannered tableaux that toyed 
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with suffering, want, whiteness, and 
spectatorship. In an oil-on-panel titled 
New World Order, 2016, an attenuated, 
pantsuited sentry (critics noted a 
resemblance to both Christine Lagarde 
and Hillary Clinton) lords over a 
checkerboard-tiled terrace, her ophidian 
face communicating something different 
than the shaka her right hand flashes. 
Nguyen’s is a sharpened, double-
edged ambiguity. Along with one-point 
perspective, he often lends his settings 
the placelessness of throwback video-
game arenas. But there are usually 
several registers of antiquity in any given 
Nguyen painting: the 1980s as a kind of 
pre-internet Eden; early modernity; the 
mythic past that early-modern painters 
so assiduously depicted; the future 
antiquity that will eventually glaze our 
online present. “Super-predators,” with 
its electoral red-and-blue palette, left all 
of these legacies skewed, skewered.

For his next exhibition, “Ex Forti 
Dulcedo,” at London’s Modern Art 
gallery in the spring of 2018, Nguyen 
found Christ—not as religion but as 
role, one the artist doled out to friends 
or lovers. The conflations of identity and 
devotion already implicit in his project 

at that point became more pronounced. 
Of all the quattrocento interpretations 
offered in the suitably apse-like space, 
perhaps most striking was Mary, Anne, 
Christ, and John, 2018, based on a 
preliminary drawing by Leonardo da 
Vinci. In both works, the Virgin Mary 
rests on her mother’s lap, dandling a 
baby Jesus enthralled by the young 
Saint John the Baptist. Mary, Anne, 
Christ, and John could be considered a 
“realization” of Leonardo’s work. And 
yet, like so many of Nguyen’s paintings, 
it’s intentionally left incomplete. While 
the old master’s sketch eternalizes the 
figures in a moment of bliss, Nguyen 
finds something unmistakably sinister. 
His gaunt subjects, pyramidally 
arranged before a lapis ether, are 
muddied and aged, their features, save for 
the Madonna’s, eroded into something 
Slendermanesque. A mouthless 
Saint Anne aims a crooked pointer 
heavenward in a gesture of inauspicious 
benediction. The adolescent Christ 
wears his crown of thorns as a choker. 
The boys’ extremities dissolve into 
taupe smears, and in fact the entire 
bottom of the painting is unfinished, 
so that the family seems mired in 

quicksand. Nearby hung The Baptism, 
2017, inspired equally by manga and 
Piero della Francesca, wherein Aryan 
angels attend the eroticized rite of a 
naked, redheaded, doll-like Christ. One 
recalls the haunted heavenliness of Lisa 
Yuskavage, who once said, “If I were ever 
to paint men, I would paint Jesus and 
his friends.” Also: The Annunciation, 
2017, starring a Martian Mary and 
a bejortsed Archangel Gabriel, the 
latter genuflecting on a Tiffany-blue 
swimming pool.

Embedded in Nguyen’s temporal 
and perspectival fuckery is an invitation 
to rethink the extent to which old (and 
valuable) meanings hold up in a secular 
milieu. That his anachronisms are rarely 
blatant makes this more absorbing; 
they manifest in moods, in postures 
and facial expressions that startle 
because they don’t match what’s stored 
in our imaginations. Representations 
of spirituality remain anomalous. I 
see in Nguyen’s handling of hallowed 
iconography—which involves neither 
parody nor debasement nor biblical 
fanfic, as some have suggested—
something of Simone Weil, who wrote 
that “the mysteries of faith are degraded 
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if they are made into an object of 
affirmation and negation, when in 
reality they should be an object of 
contemplation.” Through its take on 
Renaissance humanism and beauty, 
“Ex Forti Dulcedo” arrived at questions 
that shadow Nguyen’s entire output: To 
whom does history permit grace? How 
does desire shape a self, and when and 
how do we look away?

These concerns were taken up 
again this past autumn, when Nguyen 
debuted his first moving-image work in 
“Evil in the Defense of Good,” his solo 
show at the Swiss Institute in New York. 
Though the work’s medium marked a 
departure, it retains the appropriative 
tendencies and puckishness of Nguyen’s 
oils. Titled Spiritus Mundi, 2018, the 
sleek video opens with a voice-over 
of one of Shakespeare’s “Fair Youth” 
sonnets (the ones addressed to an 
anonymous man) recited by a woman, 
and moves on to a nearly shot-for-shot 
remake of a scene from the director’s 
cut of Oliver Stone’s 1995 film Nixon, 
in which the thirty-seventh president 
(Anthony Hopkins) meets CIA director 
Richard Helms (Sam Waterston) in the 
latter’s orchid-strewn office. Nguyen 
heightens the borderline camp of the 
original scene, adorning the room with 
Orientalist décor and costuming his 
limber, attractive actors (Alaïa Parhizi 
and Aidan Nelson) in slightly oversize 
suits. Their dialogue, which starts as 
a tense Faustian confrontation before 
easing into a lyrical meditation on 
death and evil, immediately feels off, 
fumbling, half-understood: American 
power as an unrehearsed read-through 
of an inherited script. But there’s also a 
libidinal anxiety that peaks when Helms 

describes US intervention in Chile as 
“not an operation so much as an organic 
phenomenon. It grew. It changed shape. 
It developed . . . appetites.”

The video (which is currently on 
view in Nguyen’s latest exhibition, 
“Returns,” at the Contemporary Arts 
Center, Cincinnati) was shown at the 
Swiss Institute along with a portrait 
of each actor, limbs fizzling off into 
lack. These canvases seemed to channel 
the drably miraculous regionalism of 
Andrew Wyeth along with that artist’s 
gnarled legacy surrounding race, class, 
and American-ness. Yet the subjects 
remain possessed entirely by the artist’s 
own covetous if markedly disaffected 
gaze. Indeed, the exhibition title, 
“Returns,” was chosen by curator Steven 
Matijcio as a nod not only to Nguyen’s 
canonical revisionism but also to 
economic meanings, to how the painter 
may be returning a defective item, 
tradition, or world and bartering for 
something newer. His paintings bring 
to my mind Weil’s idea of “decreation,” 
defined by the Christian mystic and 
philosopher as “undoing the creature in 
us” to let God in. Nguyen’s bodies often 
do appear undone, raveled by a grace 
that falls somewhere between Flannery 
O’Connor’s grotesquerie and Raphael’s 
empyrean tenderness. Most admirable 
about his art is how, although it draws 
on the work of masters, Nguyen submits 
mastery itself—which is to say virtuosity 
and perfection, domination and 
conquest—to a writhing ambivalence.

“Returns” is on view at the Contemporary Arts 
Center, Cincinnati, through June 16.

ZACK HATFIELD IS AN ASSISTANT EDITOR AT ARTFORUM.
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Julien Nguyen
Noli me tangere, Caesaris sum (2018, detail)

 

Julien Nguyen’s paintings have been on my mind lately; partly because I’m writing a story
about them to read at the Swiss Institute on the 26th, but they’re often on my mind
regardless as they present an alluring synthesis of my interests in the history of art,
particularly Renaissance visions of beauty, and the similarly transactional and purposefully
enchanting aesthetics of contemporary life. Nguyen takes old compositional structures
and present-day muses (young men, lovers, twinks, androgynes), takes both of these
recurring forms and folds them into one another to collapse time and make the past
appear futuristic. His works speak of a worship of the body today, of youths parading
along the streets and down the arcades of Instagram thirst traps, but also of 15th and 16th
century reimaginings of antiquity, and construct a new body, one that’s unreal and on the
cusp of vanishing. The figures in the paintings in the basement of the Swiss Institute have,
for the most part, hard, sculpted abdominals like rock formations in Paolo Uccello
paintings from which Saint George might emerge to slay a dragon; however, more
curiously, they don’t have hands or feet, their lean arms and legs just melt away to
nothing. These boys cannot grasp the landscape around them, nor can they feel any
solidity underfoot, for the world is unstable, and the world is chaos, and they don’t have
any hands or feet.
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Jacopo Pontormo
Group of the Dead (1550)

 

In Nguyen’s own hands religious stories, such as his series of scenes from the life of
Christ, are also heavily eroticised and the writhing, violent sensuality with which so many
were already depicted in the Renaissance is heightened yet farther, but again Christ’s
limbs just fade away, like the bodies in Pontormo’s orgiastic sketches of his unfinished
Last Judgement for the Basilica of San Lorenzo, which meld with one another and recede
into the paper. God is nearly absent from contemporary art and plays little role in the
society I live in. But without god, where do we look for meaning? Without souls, all we
have left is our bodies and identities. But the body is fading away!

 

"THE BODY IS REINTERPRETED AS
RAW MATERIAL FOR ART, AND NO
LONGER A CONTAINER FOR OUR

IDENTITY"
 

For decades now Comme des Garçons’ shows, with their sickly silhouettes of ready-to-
wear tumours and burrs, have sung to us of how, “God is dead and all we have left’s our
mutating bodies.” In the latest collection however, which was just shown in Paris, there’s
something more going on and the canon itself is mutating slightly; I know this because the
artist Bruno Zhu told me, and also sent me a couple of looks from the show, twelve and
thirteen, that he said reminded him of Julien’s paintings. Next spring’s woman, Rei
Kawakubo suggests, is lithe and in bondage, and slashed across the chest. Her long
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thirteen, that he said reminded him of Julien’s paintings. Next spring’s woman, Rei
Kawakubo suggests, is lithe and in bondage, and slashed across the chest. Her long
sleeves wane to hanging chains like a ghost. You buy some Comme des Garçons. You
wonder if you’re really here anymore. You hold your hand up in front of your face but
there’s nothing there.

 

Comme des Garçons SS19 look 12
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Some of us (and this is Karl Ove Knausgård’s latest fear) worry that we’re disappearing
below the seas of images that we make. Others take pleasure in the same process. “I
think we cut down all the forests,” Deanna Havas wrote in the text for her recent show at
Sundogs, “because we didn’t like them. Also we needed stretcher bars for paintings. I
once rode a Flixbus through the Alps, the trees all looked like fractals and it made me feel
ill. It was too much. I’d much rather look at a painting than some obscene fractal, even a
bad one.” The world, in this telling, is just materials for art. Havas also elaborates on her
sense of disgust with the natural. “I am revolting. We’re merely bacteria crawling on the
face of this wretched planet that quivers with cadence of the living and decomposing,” she
says, returning us once more to the body. How have the new conditions of virtuality and
continuous online performance changed our relationship with our bodies? And what is the
proposition of the new body?

 

"ARE WE BEAUTIFUL ON THE
INSIDE, OR ONLY ON THE SURFACE,
OR SOMEWHERE ELSE ENTIRELY?"

 

Earlier this summer, Jon Rafman, who has just produced a spectacular tunnel of
explosions, collapses and shuddering wipes of computer-generated textures as the set for
Balenciaga’s latest show, showed me some renders of bodybuilding girls that he’d found
on Deviant Art. These, he suggested, were more visually thrilling than anything happening
in contemporary art; not so much because of their ridiculous, Bellmer-expanding forms
(although those do have a tendency to linger in the mind) but rather the extraordinary
textures in which they’re contained and how those go beyond anything one might expect
to see in the flesh. They represent a twisted new idealism, and an early foray into the
hyperreal sublime.
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Likewise, the Dazed Beauty site that has just launched under the creative directorship of
Isamaya Ffrench proposes a new model of beauty that’s just as weird: a shimmering,
warped, grotesque transhumanist body. Every launch story was sculpted by “3d artists”
who scanned the bodies of their subjects in the round before breaking their virtual bones,
flaying them and then manipulating the underlying forms using modelling software: Arca is
reanimated as a see-through agglomeration of blood vessels, organs and factory parts;
Slick Woods becomes a black catwoman, and Princess Gollum a goth mouse. Here the
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who scanned the bodies of their subjects in the round before breaking their virtual bones,
flaying them and then manipulating the underlying forms using modelling software: Arca is
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body is reinterpreted as raw material for art, and no longer a container for our identity so
much as a jumping-off point, in keeping with a growing desire to be more than one’s own
reflection, to be many different alters and swap faces, colours, textures and shapes as you
please; to watch your body disappear.

 

Dazed Beauty Homepage

 

What I find most uncanny about Dazed’s new platform though, is how such pantomime
theatricality and liquid crystal roleplay is presented alongside the same old body positivity
(“ARTIST @BOIHUGO IS CHALLENGING THE EXOTICISATION OF ASIAN MEN ON
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much as a jumping-off point, in keeping with a growing desire to be more than one’s own
reflection, to be many different alters and swap faces, colours, textures and shapes as you
please; to watch your body disappear.

 

Dazed Beauty Homepage

 

What I find most uncanny about Dazed’s new platform though, is how such pantomime
theatricality and liquid crystal roleplay is presented alongside the same old body positivity
(“ARTIST @BOIHUGO IS CHALLENGING THE EXOTICISATION OF ASIAN MEN ON
GRINDR”) and rather delirious identity politics (“THE MODEL WHO DREAMS OF
BECOMING THE FIRST FEMALE PRESIDENT OF SOUTH SUDAN”). Somebody is
playing a complicated game of representation here. Today’s popular movements often
double-down on the primacy of the body, on its importance as a political site, or
alternatively seek to leave it behind entirely and float free unto the metaverse, but Dazed
Beauty appears to embrace both of these urges; which has happened before, for instance
amongst the otherkin subculture with its continuous shifting between genders and
chimeric forms, but now it’s taking place on a major corporate platform courting the world’s
leading cosmetic brands and hoping to reinvent our standards of beauty. The underlying
concept is that our fluid identities demand fluid representations, ones likely to grow
increasingly untethered from the physical body, and that these will be the latest way to
express our unique personalities and, perhaps, spirits. Our identity could become an idol
that we sculpt anew each morning from the digital clay.

When I scroll down Dazed Beauty I see the sanctity of the self reasserted by those leaving
their bodies behind. When I look at Julien Nguyen’s paintings I see body worship mixed
with the dissolution of the flesh, and vanity with a yearning for the rapture. In a world
without a centre, or even a shared reality, contradictory ideas such as these are always
overlapping. So where does beauty reside now? Are we beautiful on the inside, or only on
the surface, or somewhere else entirely, in a painting on the wall, or a collection of
malleable body parts saved on a stranger’s hard drive? Or all of those places together;
which sounds horribly exhausting.

 

DEAN KISSICK is a writer based in New York and a contributing editor for Spike. A new

installment of The Downward Spiral will be published online every second Wednesday a

month. Last time he wrote about visiting Portland, Oregon for the Utopian Visions Art Fair.
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50-58 Vyner Street
May 18–June 23, 2018

Lithe, androgynous bodies inhabit the canvases 
in Julien Nguyen’s first solo exhibition here. 
Hung in the gallery’s chapel-like upstairs space, 
the artist’s works are homages to Western 
religious painting, with tableaux such as the 
Annunciation to the Virgin Mary and references 
to biblical suffering: mortification of the flesh 
and, of course, crucifixion. Nguyen queers his 
images by making strangers, friends, and old 
lovers the characters in his pictures. The artist 
asks us to consider the significance of these 
ancient Christian stories in contemporary life.

St George & The Dragon (all works cited, 
2017) features the titular character wielding an 
enormous blade while wearing a regal tricorn 
hat. His crimson military jacket and shirt are 

unbuttoned, revealing a smooth and tightly muscled torso. He stands triumphant over the slain 
beast’s head as both a homoerotic hero and a brilliantly flamboyant dandy. There’s a similar 
sexual charge in The Baptism, where an ectomorphic Christ, rendered in a decidedly manga 
style, readies himself for the sacred ablution. The composition is quite similar to that of Piero 
della Francesca’s Baptism of  Christ, ca. 1437, though there is no dove famously marking the 
presence of the Holy Spirit. And why would it? Nguyen’s picture—with its well-endowed, 
smoky-eyed, ginger-haired Jesus tended to by a handsome, ephebic John with a trio of twinky 
angels in attendance—suggests a different kind of passion play.

— Eliel Jones
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Chu, Mimi.   “The Gospel According to Julien Nguyen.” Frieze, May 31, 2018.

From a flurry of flecks in tempera and oil, England’s patron saint emerges in 
drag. A panel painting by Julien Nguyen, St George and the Dragon (2017) 
depicts an attenuated female figure pouting in a red coat. Hips thrust to the 
side, she theatrically points her sword at a red-eyed demon. Her setting 
suggests that she is not of this world. A meticulous play of geometries 
and hues creates the illusion of a steel recess, which hovers somewhere 
between trompe l’oeil sculpted niche and spacecraft accessory. In spite of her 
flouncing pose, the figure’s facial expression is notably withdrawn. Hanging 
her head and looking askance, she appears disillusioned by the fantasy role 
she is playing. Bored beyond belief.

The spirit of drag seeps into every corner of ‘Ex Forti Dulcedo’, Nguyen’s 
first exhibition with Stuart Shave/Modern Art. Dainty millennials play sacred 
figures from the Western canon in archetypal poses: a sunken-eyed gamin 
impersonates St John baptizing the messiah; a floppy-haired youth bears 
Christ’s stigmata on his palm; and the hallowed infants from Leonardo da 
Vinci’s Virgin and Child with Saint Anne and Saint John (c.1499–1500) are 
reimagined as two long-limbed teens. Futuristic designs eddy into Nguyen’s 
quasi-religious scenes: a metal disk hovers over Christ’s Baptism (2018) like 
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a gaming icon; a glowing red grid overhangs the Flagellation (2018); 
and vast sweeps of steel and marble frame the Virgin’s Annunciation 
(2017) in an austere architectural setting. In the midst of all this cross-
pollination, icons are rendered incomplete: the adolescent figures of 
Christ and John tail off into rough surface markings, as if their sprouting 
bodies were outgrowing the narrative.

By subtly warping religious iconography, Nguyen plays with the process 
by which one thing comes to signify another. This is dramatized in his 
depiction of the Annunciation – the archetypal moment Mary’s body is 
imbued with divine meaning. Depicted at the apex of a monumental 
enclosure, the Virgin raises a hand to an angel kneeling in the distance. 
Echoing the smooth geometries of her surroundings, her head is 
portrayed as a flawless sphere, her face a schema of thick swirls. 
Deprived of expression, the Virgin almost seems burdened by the rigid 
pictorial order that’s been imposed on her. Other areas of the surface 
increase this sense of tension. The figures’ hands are patches of 
scratchy markings, the space between them a stretch of empty ground. 
By leaving portions of the work unfinished, Nguyen unmoors the figures 
from their places in the biblical narrative and leaves them floating in an 
ambiguous space. The story once preceded the image; now the image 
precedes the story.

Slipping out of their conventional meanings, Nguyen’s figures seem 
rebellious. A teenage Christ nods his head and shrugs his hands up 
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on a crucifix in the style of an emo rapper greeting his fans on stage (‘I 
can take this’), while an introspective Virgin sheds luminous tears, eyes 
aglow, as if bemoaning her responsibility in the salvation story. And a 
melancholic Christ is haunted by a Chinese dragon in the Flagellation – 
a mise en scène of some inner battle. Androgynous, inflammatory and 
highly eroticized, Nguyen’s figures pick up on the taboo undercurrents of 
conventional religious depictions.

Kye Semper Solus (2018) is perhaps autobiographical: a long, 
statuesque figure is depicted sitting dreamily at an easel. White 
calligraphic markings wind whimsically up his arm and face, which rhyme 
with a pen portrayed in his hand. In contrast with the works in the rest of 
the show, the perspective is off-kilter, with the lines of the easel trailing 
obliquely into a murky background. Isolated in an indefinite space, the 
figure might be seen as an allegory for Nguyen’s own process of skewing 
conventional forms. Ex Forti Dulcedo. Out of strength, sweetness.

Julien Nguyen: Ex Forti Dulcedo runs at Stuart Shave/Modern Art, 
London, until 27 June.

Main image: Julien Nguyen, The Annunciation, 2017, oil on aluminium panel, 56 × 183 
cm. Courtesy: © the artist and Stuart Shave/Modern Art, London; photograph: Robert 
Glowacki
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Duncan, Thomas.   “Depths Plumbed / Julien Nguyen.” Flash Art, September 16, 2016.

Julien Nguyen makes paintings that are at once referential and intensely personal, employing 
subject matter that ranges from Renaissance architecture to artificial intelligence to the films of 
Kathryn Bigelow. Nguyen’s work is of a kind of archeology that is fully cognizant of art history 
but also driven to disrupt assumed notions of its discourses. Accepting painting’s theatricality 
as a given, he uses knowledge to create fantasy, pitting familiar forms against one another.
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On the occasion of his West Coast solo debut, Flash Art sat down with the artist in his Los 
Angeles studio.

Your work has a rich, fantastical quality that has recently incorporated Renaissance painting 
and architectural motifs. What compelled you to employ these elements, particularly the use of 
perspective? 

I think this is largely motivated by a desire to move past the crisis of the nineteenth-century 
photographic image, which continues to occupy a lot of the discourse around representation, 
and which for me is based on a fundamental misunderstanding. I work with a lot of early 
modern idioms that coincide with the establishment of sovereignty and sovereign power, 
perspective being foremost among them. Perspective is a relatively unencumbered organizing 
tool for the construction of imaginary worlds: a subject can array a hierarchical system (of 
its own device!) of recognition and creation. It is also something that does not require an 
excessive amount of labor specialization.

This said, perspective is also a tool for establishing borders, another early-modern innovation. I 
think this speaks further to the idea that the development of humanism lay not in the invention 
of inwardness per se (which can be seen as far back as Augustine’s Confessions), but in the 
realization that this same inwardness afforded a means of dissimulation that in turn offered 
leverage against the world as given.

Humanism as subterfuge allows one to bypass the question of the subject as organizing 
myth of bourgeois ideology and instead trace a direct line to it as a contemporary vehicle for 
both encoding and navigating systems in general. The real question becomes how Bronzino 
established himself in Cosimo I’s household despite the purgation of homosexuals from the 
ducal court.

The figures in your work often have elongated features and mannered poses that seem to be 
a fusion of disparate approaches toward figuration — ranging from antiquity to contemporary 
pop culture. 
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I would hope that this is not understood as style, which would be an essentially formalist 
reading. The difference between Velazquez and Uccello isn’t so much their particular visions 
of the world, but instead how they successfully interpolated themselves into their respective 
governing structures. That is to say, that if ideology as “imaginary representation” operates 
on the level of the unconscious, these distortions are not expressions of my “view of the 
world” but are resultant from my emergence within it: reenacting the nanosecond in which a 
camera captures Hillary Clinton’s light-sucking eye to reveal a reptilian underneath the human 
membrane.
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Filmic references often appear in your paintings, though the titles seem to be the only 
overt reference to these films — as if they are ciphers and the role-play between title and 
composition enables a specific kind of dialogue.

Yes. Pictorial composition, in its analytic or constructive capacity, is to my mind analogous to 
the durational character of film. In other words, the difference between photography or photo-
relative art and my work is the same as the difference between making an ugly face and having 
one.

What affect has moving back to LA had on your painting, if any?

The idea of the sublime in art is often misremembered as a totalitarian phenomenon. Longinus 
(a Greek from the first century) instead proposes that only democracy can be the “careful 
nurse” of sublime comprehension, and cites Sapphic poetry as a primary example. Los 
Angeles (to my mind) is a Bermuda Triangle between the sublime, the picturesque and the 
uncanny: a place where metropolitan civilization, having strayed so far from home, touches a 
void. I also don’t drive, and I enjoy being a passenger here.

by Thomas Duncan
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